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Positions Open

Biochemist, Ph.D.
To supervise manufacture of some of our biological products. Send resume to ORTHO PHARMACEUTICAL CORPORATION, Raritan, New Jersey.

Managing Editor
A long-established, rapidly growing mid-west book publisher is prepared to offer important executive position in editorial department to person with proved administrative ability, thoroughly experienced in handling all phases of book publishing. Unusual opportunity for right person.

Mathematicians on Cape Cod
This private scientific research laboratory has an immediate opening for a computer in the meteorological section. Candidates should have a degree in mathematics desirable but not essential. Would accept person who has good academic record in differential equations. In replying, please write a letter regarding education, training, and experience. If called for interview, we will pay travel expenses. Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, Massachusetts.

Grants

Graduate Research Scholarships
Department of Biology, Hamilton College, Clinton, New York

Applications are invited from students qualified to register for study leading to the M.Sc. and Ph.D. degree in any field of biology that can be supplemented by assisting in laboratory classes. The net annual stipend is $600-$1500. During the academic session (October to April), 10 to 12 hours per week are devoted to teaching and full time is allowed for research during the summer. Those interested should write to Dr. D. H. Kline, Department of Biology, Hamilton College, Clinton, New York, specifying their requirements and letters of recommendation from two professors.

Research Opportunities:

Teaching: Ph.D. desires new location. Eight years college experience. Preference: west or Midwest, organic chemistry or biochemistry. Box 17, SCIENCE.

Positions Wanted

Botanist, Ph.D.: 10 years teaching biology, plant morphology, and taxonomy. Research: cytogenetics. Desires teaching or research position. Box 7, SCIENCE.

Chemist: Ph.D. in biochemistry; 14 years teaching experience, 6 years research in analytical biochemistry; publications; would like position in teaching or teaching and research. Box 19, SCIENCE.

Director of clinical research or product development; B.S. (chemistry); 3 years medical training; 16 years' experience, director of clinical research. Medical Bureau (Burns; Larson, Director), Palmoville Building, Chicago.

Pharmacologist, Ph.D., with 1 year of postdoctorate research stressing neuromuscular pharmacology with well-known pharmaceutical company; desires academic, industrial, or pure research position; publications, knowledge of electronics. Box 16, SCIENCE.


Physiologist, M.D.: 11 years' research and teaching in leading universities; numerous publications; present assistant professor; considerable experience in: electrical activity of nervous system, effects of drugs on nervous system, and biophysics. Seeks teaching and/or research position. Box 13, SCIENCE.

Teaching: Ph.D. desires new location. Eight years college experience. Preference: west or Midwest, organic chemistry or biochemistry. Box 17, SCIENCE.

Two June Graduates, B.S. Bacteriology, some experience, seek interesting positions anywhere. Address: H. D. Department, Broome Science, Southwestern Louisiana Institute, Lafayette, Louisiana.

Assistant Professor of Physiology
The University of Alberta invites applications for the position of Assistant Professor of Physiology, effective 1 September 1951. Salary $4,500, with research funds of $400 per annum (not including cost-of-living bonus, now approximately $300), with annual increments of $250. Duties include graduate teaching and research. Preference given to candidates with interest in endocrine or renal physiology and some training in pharmacology.

Applications for this position should include a recent photograph and a curriculum vitae, and the name of three references, and should be sent to the Dean of Medicine, University of Alberta, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.

Physiologist: teaching and research in endocrinology, renal physiology, or pharmacology.

Physicians Wanted

Associate or assistant professor to Dr. David B. Maness, Board certified or eligible, Major, teaching ground, medical college; will be interested in teaching and research institution. Highly qualified staff. Albert Einstein Medical Center, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania.

Positions Open

Commonwealth of Australia

Scientific and Industrial Research Organization

1. Leader, Muscle Biochemistry Unit (Senior Principal or Principal Research Officer). A new research unit on a new biochemical and physiological laboratory will be established in muscle biochemistry, linked with the existing meat research laboratory in Melbourne, to supply fundamental information on the relationship between muscle structure and function, and of changes occurring during preservation treatments. The successful candidate must have had extensive research experience in the biochemistry or biophysics of muscle or other animal tissues and should give clear evidence of ability to lead and direct the work of a small research group.

2. Officer-in-charge, Irrigation Research Station, Griffin, N.S.W. (Senior Principal or Principal Research Officer). It is hoped to appoint a scientist with considerable research experience in one or more fields of the Station's activities which deal with soils, hydrology, plant physiology, plant nutrition on many crops under irrigation. Preference will be given to those currently engaged in research and with experience in the leading of a research team.

The salary range of a Senior Principal Research Officer is from $2,000 to $2,500 per annum and a Principal Research Officer from $1,800 to $2,300. The Senior salary is approximately that paid to the head of a University department in an Australian university and could be considered on a fixed time basis or permanently.

3. Research Liaison Officer, Agricultural Research Liaison Section, Melbourne. Duties include presentation of research results through conferences and for use by Extension workers. Qualifications: degree or experience desirable. Will be required to write. Salary within the range of Senior Research Officer, $1,814-$2,078 per annum for male appointee.

Fares to Australia (including those of wife and family) will be paid. Applications giving full personal details, academic qualifications, and research experience should be sent to the Commonwealth Scientific and Industrial Research Organization (Agriculture Division), 29, Science and Industry, Board of Agriculture and Fisheries, Melbourne, Victoria.
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BOOKS AND MAGAZINES

ADVANCES IN EXPERIMENTAL CARIES RESEARCH
AAAS SYMPOSIUM VOLUME
June 1955
246 pp., 6" x 9", 49 illus., index, clothbound
Price $6.75; cash order price for AAAS members $5.75

"... This is a real contribution to dental science. It is the most comprehensive review of animal experimentation on caries ever attempted. The format and reproduction of illustrations are excellent.

“This compilation of research findings should have wide circulation and should be a storehouse of information for all those who are investigating the problem of dental caries. It should serve to clarify the thinking and prevent useless duplication in future studies. . . ."

Russell W. Bunting, School of Dentistry, University of Michigan.

AAAS, 1025 Conn. Ave., NW, Washington 6, D.C.

PROFESSIONAL SERVICES

TRUESDAIL LABORATORIES, Inc.
Write for Brochure & Bi-monthly Publication
"CHEMISTRY IN ACTION"
4101 No. Figueroa St. • Los Angeles 65, Calif.
Cápitol 5-4148
CHEMISTS - BACTERIOLOGISTS - ENGINEERS
Roger W. Truesdail, Ph.D., President
C. E. P. Jeffreys, Ph.D., Technical Director

BOOK MANUSCRIPTS INVITED
Write for Free Booklet BC telling how we can publish your book. All subjects considered. New authors welcome.
VANTAGE PRESS, Inc. • 120 W. 31 St., N. Y. 1
In Calif.: 6235 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28

SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT

SWISS MICE
TACONIC FARMS
GERMANTOWN NEW YORK

RESEARCH LABORATORIES, INC.
RESEARCH ANALYSES • CONSULTATION
Biological, Nutritional, Toxicological Studies for the Food, Drug and Allied Industries
48-14 33rd Street, Long Island City 1, N. Y. Bulletin "What’s New in Food and Drug Research" available on request.

SWISS MICE

C 14 COMPOUNDS
All AMINO ACIDS
natural, synthetic, unnatural, Free Sugars, Biochemical Products, Reagents, New Pharmaceuticals In stock.
Write or phone Flax 7-8171 for complete list.
BIOS LABORATORIES, INC. 17 West 60th St.
N. Y. 23, N. Y.
BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE
A NEW QUARTERLY JOURNAL

FIRST ISSUE — JANUARY, 1956
Official Publication of the new Mental Health Research Institute at the University of Michigan

It will contain articles on general theories of behavior and on empirical research specifically oriented toward such theories. An interdisciplinary approach to problems of behavior will be stressed. Although the scope of the journal will include all aspects of behavior which can be subsumed under broadly general interdisciplinary theory, in the field of application special emphasis will be placed on contributions relating to research in mental health and disease.

EDITORIAL BOARD—Franz Alexander, psychoanalysis; Alex Bavelas, social psychology; David Easton, political science; Ralph W. Gerard, biology (neurophysiology); Donald G. Marquis, psychology; James C. Miller, psychiatry and psychology; Jacob Marschak, economics; Anatol Rapoport, mathematical biology; Ralph W. Tyler, education; and Raymond W. Waggoner, psychiatry.

Subscriptions will be $6.00 a year and may be sent to BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE, Mount Royal and Guilford Avenues, Baltimore 2, Maryland. Manuscripts may be sent in care of Dr. James C. Miller, Mental Health Research Institute, University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan.

MAIL THIS COUPON TODAY

BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE, Mount Royal and Guilford Avenues, Baltimore 2, Maryland

Please send me BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE for one year to the address below.

Check one:
□ Remittance of $6.00 is enclosed. □ Bill me.

NAME _____________________________
ADDRESS _____________________________

DELTA CHEMICAL WORKS, INC.
23 West 60th St. New York 23, N. Y.
Telephone Plaza 7-6317
Adams AUPETTE™
The Modern Way to Dispense
Predetermined Volumes
Simply, Easily and Accurately

This unique device will deliver predetermined quantities of liquid—repeatedly—without resetting or remeasuring. The AUPETTE is a great time saver in routine tests or procedures wherever a given volume of liquid is to be dispensed again and again. Changing the desired volume is a simple matter of moving 2 locking nuts.

The Adams AUPETTE comes in three sizes of 10cc, 5 cc, or 1 cc capacity. The two larger sizes are calibrated in 1/5 cc; the latter, in 1/100 cc (for micro work). Each AUPETTE is accurate to ±1.5% with liquids of water consistency.

AUPETTE syringes are standard types (for easy replacement) and each of the three syringe sizes can be used interchangeably in every AUPETTE by means of nylon adapters.

AUPETTE is priced at $22.50 (10 cc and 5 cc) and $25.20 (1 cc) at your local supply dealer.

*Pat. App. for

Clay-Adams New York 10

IPSCA PHOT
The built-in, Highly Sensitive Exposure Meter for the LEITZ Micro Ibso Attachment now also available for Kine Exacta (Extension Tube), Bausch & Lomb, and Reichert Attachment Cameras!

This exposure meter adds practically no weight to the camera, does not change the effective tube length and is pre-calibrated for Kodak and Anseco color film.

It can also be used with bellows cameras, for measuring on the focusing screen and for light measurements in general.

Write for descriptive literature to

Brinkmann Instruments, Inc.
378-380 Gr. Neck Rd.
Gr. Neck, N. Y.
80 East Golf Rd.
Oreland, Pa.*

*New Phila. Office
PHOTOMICROGRAPHIC CAMERAS

permanent, compact setup for camera, microscope and illuminator
focusing telescope assures sharp camera image
flexible, pop-up, light-tight adapter joins microscope to camera

NEW! choice of FIVE interchangeable camera backs.

The need for records, for instructional slides as well as factual illustrations for printed articles has made the photomicrographic camera a laboratory necessity. With AO Photomicrographic outfits, camera, illuminator and microscope are permanently aligned on a compact vibration-free base. Fast changeover from photomicrography to visual observation. Choice of five camera backs permits pictures in a variety of convenient sizes, on black and white, color or Polaroid Land film.

Dept. A4
Gentlemen: Please send FREE CATALOG showing AO Photomicrographic outfits available.
Name_________________________________________
Address_______________________________________
City________________ State_____________________

American Optical
INSTRUMENT DIVISION, BUFFALO, NEW YORK